Incipient CdS thin film formation.
The quality of a final thin film is essentially determined by the processes taking place at incipient CdS deposition, which in turn are strongly influenced by the physicochemical properties of the substrate and liquid in contact. SEM pictures of deposits formed through steady flow of a supersaturated (with respect to CdS) solution suggest that initially nuclei are continuously generated on the substrate and grow as discrete "surface" particles. With time, these particles tend to "coalesce" with neighboring ones, while new nuclei keep forming and growing, leading to the formation of a coherent film. There is evidence that similar growth patterns prevail in CdS deposition via the chemical bath deposition (CBD) process. Based on experimental observations, a simple model is developed, which is capable of predicting macroscopically determined film characteristics such as the temporal thickness evolution including the "induction period." Two cases of the growth pattern are examined theoretically; one based on instantaneous surface nucleation (due to its simplicity) and another with a constant surface nucleation rate, which appears to be closer to experimental observations.